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The importance of a serious consideration of the state of film 
preservation in the United States is long overdue. There are many 
dedicated people around the country who have demonstrated sincere 
concern about the situation: there are others who have devoted entire 
professional careers to this endeavor. There are many individual 
archives in this country, ranging from those that are governmentally 
supported to those based in museums and at  major universities. There are 
also private collectors who have played a major role in the stimulation of 
concern in this area. Many of the women and men I have met who are 
most passionate about their missions in our field have been those 
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w.d,r,,,,s exception. these activities are undervalued and underfunded. 

Fro apersonal perspective, as adocumentary filmmaker and teacher. I am 
particularly concerned about the lack of attention that has been paid to 
the preservation of important documentary films of the 1950's. 60',s and 
70's. While there is a strong lobby supporting the resale and consequent 
"preservation" of unedited archival footage----many of us are also deeply 
concerned about the safety of o u r  creative nonfiction heritage as 
manifested in completed classic films from this 30 year period. These are 
the films that insp~red me and many of my colleagues to commit ourselves 
to careers in this field. Sadly, we have been having great difficulty 
locating suitable projection prints of many important documentaries 
from the period to share with our students---and the situation continues 
to deterionrte. Trying to save a film through video transfer is, in my 
view, an emergency procedure and not aviable long-term solution to this 
complex problem. 

I would strongly recommend the establishment of an advisory panel of 
some kind that might attack this documentary dilemma directly. I know 
from experience that those of us who are deeply concerned about this 
problem would be willing to offer whatever advice and assistance that 
might contribute to making some coordinated progress in this area. 

The preservation of film in the most general sense is a huge endeavor. 
If all films are considerd as a totality. with insufficient concern for the 
pecularities of specific genres (even sub-genres), we would be selling 
ourselves very short, indeed. 


